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Professional article 

Co-Managed SIEM  

Working together to stop cyber threats 

Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) is an effective tool for increasing 
cyber security, but for many companies, especially smaller ones, it is an almost insur-
mountable hurdle. This is because implementation and operation require high re-
sources: budget, time, but also expertise, not all of which are always available. This is 
where the co-managed SIEM approach comes in. Here, the SIEM is set up individually 
with a service provider so that companies can decide flexibly which services they can 
provide themselves and which they want to have managed externally. 

The digitization of all branches of business is progressing inexorably. However, the likelihood 

of IT security threats is increasing at the same rate. Cyber criminals are constantly on the 

lookout for security vulnerabilities in IT systems and networks in order to tap into valuable data, 

sensitive company internals or confidential information. A SIEM (Security Information and 

Event Management) can offer protection here: It enables companies to comprehensively col-

lect security-relevant data, consolidate it in a centralized repository and automatically detect 

anomalies and rule violations based on previously defined use cases. Thanks to SIEM, the IT 

security team can respond more quickly to cyber threats of all kinds. This is because the time 

required to identify an acute threat, the Meantime to Detect, can be significantly reduced. This 

is a decisive advantage, especially in the case of critical attacks.  

However, a SIEM implemented completely in-house is cost and resource-intensive for compa-

nies and requires complex administration. Immense amounts of data have to be analyzed by 

internal IT security specialists on a daily basis. Often, companies lack the resources that are 

indispensable for setting up and maintaining a SIEM - professional expertise, technical require-

ments or the corresponding manpower. The solution can be a co-managed SIEM approach, in 

which a SIEM is implemented in cooperation with an external service provider. For example, 

the service provider takes over the monitoring of SIEM messages, updates the solution and 

provides reports and logs. Ideally, the service portfolio is modular and can be flexibly adapted 

to customer requirements. 

The advantages of the Co-Managed SIEM approach  

A partially or fully externally managed SIEM offers several advantages. After all, the more data 

is generated within a company, the more complex the detection of current threats becomes. 

Every SIEM initially delivers more or less qualified alerts: the users - usually SOC analysts - 
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must be able not only to monitor alerts, but also to assess them and respond appropriately to 

actual threats. An external service provider with its expertise can often do this more profes-

sionally than the in-house team.  

Another challenge in operating a SIEM lies in filling the various roles: From monitoring log 

sources to developing SIEM content to incident response and threat hunting, the technology 

only works if all positions are ideally staffed and mesh like a cogwheel. This can rarely be fully 

implemented by a company without the support of external cyber defense experts. Especially 

in companies with only a small IT security team, an internal SIEM system also carries the risk 

of capacity bottlenecks: This is because networks and systems need to be monitored around 

the clock, 365 days a year, to ensure that the SIEM is deployed efficiently. With a co-managed 

SIEM, these tasks can be outsourced. The in-house IT security team then has sufficient free-

dom to react quickly and efficiently to acute problems.  

What's more, depending on the size of the company, an internal SIEM can generate costs in 

the six-figure range. The purchase alone is not enough - the SIEM must then be promptly 

implemented in the company's IT architecture. Training and education of the SIEM team costs 

time and money, and afterwards stable operation with monitoring, utilization and maintenance 

must be guaranteed. An externally managed SIEM limits these initial costs. Expenses for train-

ing, maintenance and security patches are even completely eliminated.  

Selecting the right partner for Co-Managed SIEM 

Working with an external partner can result in a first-class SIEM if all these factors can be 

optimally served. When making a selection, companies should therefore take a close look at 

the offering of the respective cyber defense specialist. It is holistic if it covers the areas of 

security monitoring, incident response, content development and maintenance as well as plat-

form operation and log source monitoring.  

As part of security monitoring, the service provider's cyber defense analysts analyze IT security 

incidents, qualify them and advise the customer on suitable countermeasures. Threat Hunting 

is used to review log data based on internal or external incidents or based on Indicators of 

Compromise (IOCs) or detected attacks by other customers. If security incidents are detected, 

the qualification of the incidents and proposals for the incident response team for counter-

measures follow. The IT security specialist SECUINFRA proceeds in the steps Level 1 and 

Level 2 analysis: Level 1 includes the triage and initial analysis of SIEM alarms as well as the 

elimination of false alarms and duplicate reports. Relevant incidents are escalated to Level 2 
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analysis. Here, detailed analysis and evaluation of the detected events takes place. A consul-

tation with the responsible persons ensures a clear evaluation of the incidents. The resulting 

recommendations for action for the incident response team conclude the level 2 analysis.  

The second important pillar is SIEM content development and maintenance. For this purpose, 

SECUINFRA de-fines the required use cases depending on the company and selects them 

from its use case library. This pillar can also include their individual development with log pol-

icy, SIEM rules, test routines and runbook. SECUINFRA, for example, has developed more 

than 200 use cases based on the MITRE ATT&CK framework - the cyber defense experts not 

only create the SIEM rules for the individual use cases, but also develop the necessary spec-

ifications for said log policy, test routines and runbooks. Subsequently, the "end-to-end SIEM 

use cases" are implemented, initially and later regularly tested and optimized. Continuous 

maintenance of the content is also important.  

Last but not least, professional platform operation and qualified log source monitoring are the 

prerequisites for smooth SIEM operation. The former includes release planning, i.e. testing 

and installing updates, checking the availability of the SIEM infrastructure, troubleshooting 

software problems in the infrastructure components, and regularly checking the license vol-

ume. Log source monitoring ensures the availability and quality of the connected log data. If 

necessary, adjustments are made to the log policy or escalation to the person responsible for 

the log source is taken over. 

It is ideal if a partner like SECUINFRA also offers incident response: This means that he is 

also the contact person when an IT security incident actually occurs. After the compromised 

IT systems have been identified, forensic analyses are performed to clarify the course of events 

and to preserve evidence, and support is provided to restore IT operations as quickly as pos-

sible. 

The necessary infrastructure 

With SECUINFRA's flexible co-managed SIEM system, the required components can be in-

stalled and operated within the customer's network. The customer provides the operating sys-

tem platform on which the SIEM expert team installs, configures and operates the SIEM system 

via remote access. Alternatively, it is also possible that the customer operates the platform 

independently and is only supported by individual modules from SECUINFRA. This hybrid of-

fering allows services to be provided either on-site or remotely.  
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Conclusion 

A SIEM system can significantly shorten the time until an IT security incident is detected and 

increase cybersecurity in a relevant way. However, companies with small budgets and a lack 

of in-house IT security experts are often overwhelmed by this on their own due to a lack of 

resources. This is where a hybrid co-managed SIEM approach can provide flexible help. This 

makes it possible to set up and operate a SIEM individually and modularly with services ac-

cording to the building block principle. Companies can then decide for themselves which ser-

vices they want to provide themselves and for which they need external support. A lack of 

resources and expertise can thus be compensated for by adding a specialized partner. 
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